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Welcome to Econometrix
In today’s complex and turbulent economy, you need reliable economic analysis to make informed 
business decisions. At Econometrix, we are committed to on-going research and analysis of 
economic fundamentals, ensuring a sound basis for decisions.

Leading Consultancy
Established in 1982, the company has grown to become a leading independent 
consultancy brand in South Africa.

Qualified Economists
Acclaimed economic analyst and commentator, Dr Azar Jammine, leads a team of 
highly qualified economists and econometricians.

Economist of the Year
Our econometrician, Dr. Johannes Jordaan, was recently awarded the 
Thomson/Reuters Economist of the Year 2017, based on his forecast accuracy.



Our Approach
We utilise leading-edge research and analytic techniques to help you accurately assess economic 
impact, quantify value and forecast trends.

Economic Analysis
We cover the macro-economy, 
as well as focus on sectors and 

consumer behaviour

Econometric Techniques
We combine econometric modelling 

with in-depth analysis to uncover 
risks and identify opportunities

Customised Consulting
We provide actionable 

recommendations through 
interactive consulting

Analytic Reports
Our economic reports are specifically designed to ensure that your company’s decision-makers, 
strategists and financial managers are fully informed of significant economic developments.

ü Quarterly Economic Reports

ü Weekly Newsletters & Alerts

ü Custom Economic Database

ü Simple Charts & Infographics

ü Interactive Digital Dashboard

ü Macro & Sector Analysis

ü Econometric Forecasts

ü Scenario  & Risk Models

ü Economic Impact Analysis

ü Company Data Analysis

Actionable Recommendations
Not only do we provide the most relevant economic information and analysis, we also provide 
detailed steps and processes to help your company achieve maximum results.

Ø Evaluate investment decisions

Ø Translate economic and policy signals

Ø Strengthen strategy decisions

Ø Assist in financial planning processes

Ø Identify & assess opportunities and risks

Ø Help improve future business decisions



Subscriptions Include
We provide a full suite of valuable economic services with each of our subscription packages at 
no additional cost to you.

Sector Specific Analysis
Detailed analysis and forecasts of global 
and domestic economic indicators per 
industry sector

Retail & Consumer Analysis
Key analysis of economic news and 
trends specifically relating to the 
consumer and retail market

Economic Subscriptions
Comprehensive economic reports and newsletters provide detailed analysis, insights and forecasts.

Macro Economic Analysis
Gain a solid grasp of global and domestic 
economic trends with detailed insights 
and forecasts

Core Economic Analysis
A reporting option with just the data and 
analysis you need to make strategic 
business decisions

Dedicated Economist
Our economic team is 

always on hand to help 
you with any queries 

regarding today's 
complex and often 
turbulent economic 

markets

Presentations
Quarterly presentations 
delivered by our Chief 

Economist, Dr Jammine, 
and one client visit by an 

economist, including a 
presentation with 
select packages

Budget Conference
Our annual budget 

conference is geared to 
help companies plan their 
financial year ahead, and 

as an Econometrix
subscriber, you are 

automatically invited

Ad Hoc Data Requests
We can supply extensive 

and detailed economic 
data on over 8200 time 

series, covering both 
domestic and 

international economic 
markets

OUR SERVICES



Subscription Packages

Weekly 
Newsletters

Quarterly 
Reports

Economic 
Forecasts

Subscription 
Packages

1 Macro Package 
A high-level macro overview of SA economic indicators 

2 Macro Lite Package 
As above, but excludes any forecasts 

3 Macro Weekly Package 
Preview , review of economic releases & financial markets 

4 Macro-Economic Outlook Report 
Quarterly overview & forecast of global and SA economy 

5 Core Economic Package 
Visual and concise consumer-focused economic analysis 

6 Consumer & Retail Package 
Economic analysis of consumer and retail market trends

7 Consumer Outlook Report Package 
Quarterly overview, forecast of consumer demand drivers

8 Automotive Package 
Economic analysis of consumer and auto market trends

9 Automotive Outlook Report 
Quarterly overview, forecast of drivers of auto demand

Paper & Print Package 
Economic analysis of paper/print market trends10

Sector Focus 
Economic analysis and forecasts of the nine major sectors11

Sector Specific Analysis

Retail & Consumer Analysis

Core Economic Analysis

Macro Economic Analysis



Decision Making and Strategy
Get first-hand input on how the outlook of the economy will influence the 
growth potential of your company

Tailor-made Analysis
We combine and integrate our economic analysis and modelling techniques with 
your company’s data to deliver a targeted report with actionable insights

One-On-One Interactive Sessions
Discuss the integration of your company's strategy with current and future 
economic trends

Customised Consulting Projects
Use our vast experience of project analysis, industry research, and econometric 
modelling to conduct economic impact studies

Customised Consulting
Interactive sessions and tailor-made research projects assist in financial and strategic business 
decisions

Economic Courses and Presentations
We offer presentations and one-day courses from some of the most sought-after 
speakers, covering a wide range of economic topics and providing practical insights 



Helping a JSE-listed company to track 
macro trends every month 1

We identified the top five indicators that most closely 
predict future sales conditions for a company, and 
developed a monthly economic indicators dashboard.  
The report gives thorough economic and industry 
analysis for their core business groups.  

The company uses this information for near-term 
internal planning, as well as to support quarterly sales 
calls and meetings with current and potential investors.

Measuring the total impact of the 
automotive industry on the economy 2

We worked with Naamsa to provide evidence showing 
the value of their industry to the SA government. To 
measure the full value that the auto industry generates 
in SA, we analysed three types of impacts: 

Direct -- Employment, tax revenue and direct activity. 
Indirect -- Employment via the supply chain
Induced -- The expenditure of those employed. 

Tailor-made forecast reports for a 
manufacturer3

We produced forecasts for a manufacturing company, 
which assisted with their sales and production planning. 
Using our econometric model, and our macro and sector 
forecasts as a base, we developed product sales 
projections, incorporating the firm’s data. The model 
correlated the company’s sales with key economic 
drivers.
An in-depth report outlined the macro and sectoral 
background, the impact of the forecast, as well as 
potential risks and opportunities.

CASE STUDIES



Michael joined Econometrix in 1994 as a Senior Economist. He has undertaken a range 
of consulting assignments which have involved quantitative analysis and modelling, 
especially relating to the field of money and banking. 

Dr Jordaan has experience ranging over several aspects of economics, including 
lecturing, socio-economic impact assessment studies, economic impact modelling, cost 
escalation modelling, macroeconomic modelling, policy analysis, economic forecasting 
and general economic research.

Ilse joined Econometrix, focusing on the sector and consumer analysis and research 
consulting projects. Ilse is currently manager of the Central Resource Unit focusing on 
macro-economic, retail and consumer market, sectoral analysis, and consulting projects. 
Prior to joining, Ilse worked at SA Reserve Bank and FNB Corporate Bank.

Ilse Fieldgate

MCom Econometrics (Cum Laude), University of Johannesburg

Senior Economist

Dr Michael Jackson

BSc Eng Electrical (Cum Laude), MBA and CMA, University of Cape Town; CIMA MA 
(Economics) and DLitt et Phil, UNISA 

Director: Money and Banking

Dr Johannes Jordaan

PhD Economics, University of Pretoria

Associate Econometrician

Dr Azar Jammine

Dr Jammine has established a significant profile as an analyst and commentator on 
domestic and international economic affairs.  He has conducted over 4000 
presentations, locally and internationally, and serves as a non-executive director on 
various boards.
BSc (Hons) Mathematical Statistics and BA (Hons) Economics (Cum Laude), Wits; MSc 
Economics, London School of Economics; PhD, London Business School.

Director & Chief Economist

OUR TEAM



Zamansele Zwane

BCom Economics, University of Johannesburg

Intern Junior Economist

Sam Rolland

MCom Economics, University of Stellenbosch and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Economist and Econometrician

Ntokozo joined Econometrix in 2017.  She received her BCom degree in 2016; during 
that year she was the second runner-up in the National Nedbank and Old Mutual 
Budget Speech Competition for her essay titled, “Challenges Facing South Africa’s 
Education Sector and Recommendations for Improved Quality in Education.”

Zamansele joined Econometrix in 2018 and focuses on the database, macro-economic, 
retail, consumer and sectoral analysis. She is currently studying towards her Honours
degree. Prior to joining Econometrix, Zamansele was a Quotations Administrator at 
Hollard Risk Group and an Intern at Deloitte’s Public Sector Division.

Sam focuses on macro-economic, automotive and consumer market, sectoral analysis, 
consulting projects, and econometric modelling. Prior to joining Econometrix, he worked 
as an Economist for the National Treasury of South Africa focusing on economy-wide 
multiplier modelling, general equilibrium and high-frequency forecast models. 

Jeffrey focuses on macro-economic, retail and consumer market, sectoral analysis, and 
consulting projects. Prior to joining Econometrix, he helped grow a tech start-up in 
Amsterdam and interned at a Venture Capital firm, helping streamline forecasting and 
improve efficiency.

Laura joined Econometrix in 2009 as a Junior Economist and professional assistant to 
chief economist, Dr Jammine. She works closely with Dr Jammine and her 
responsibilities include macroeconomic analysis, short-term forecasting and analysis of 
consumer market trends. 

Laura Campbell

BCom (Hons) Economics, University of the Witwatersrand

Economist

Jeffrey Dinham

MSc Economics (Cum Laude), University of Amsterdam

Economist

Ntokozo Buthelezi

BCom (Economics), University of the Witwatersrand

Intern Junior Economist
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